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How to Manage the “Difficult” Patient 

 
 

 Have you ever met up with a clinical situation where you found you did not like your 

client or patient? Have you ever found yourself in a treatment situation where no matter what 

you tried, you ended up feeling frustrated, angry, anxious, or worse? Have you found that certain 

patients are cooperative and seem easy to deal with, while others leave you exhausted and 

unsettled? The clinical term is called countertransference and has been a key part of psychiatric 

training for many decades. Countertransference is a useful concept which helps us understand 

and manage the complexities of the patient-caregiver relationship. The focus is on our own 

internal experiences and reactions and is especially useful with the “difficult” cases.  

 The heart of the matter revolves around personality theory – how we get to be who we 

are and the kind of person we are. This is not judgmental in any way – good or bad. It is merely 

descriptive and aims to assist the caregiver who finds himself dealing with a “difficult” patient. 

Everyone knows this is a nature-nurture phenomenon. Genetics plays a large role; and the kind 

of family we grow up in is significant: nurturing, supportive, harsh, critical, or abusive, as 

examples. Certain predispositions and childhood experiences tend to shape our likes and dislikes, 

and the kind of people we are attracted to or repelled by. These likes/dislikes, beliefs, attitudes, 

habits and biases may be conscious or unconscious. It should be obvious that the unconscious 

influences operate automatically, without our thinking about it. When they are conscious, there is 

a greater likelihood that training, experience or discussing with a colleague will yield a more 

positive outcome. For instance, if you know that an angry client is hard for you to deal with 

effectively – whether or not you are aware that a chronically angry parent set the stage for your 

visceral reaction – you will be better able to continue in your role as caregiver with a minimum 

of stress, or come up with positive alternatives. If this remains unconscious, then you will be 

surprised and thrown, unaware, each time you run into a similar situation.  

 To reiterate, we are discussing personality, with its biological (genetic) roots and 

psychological roots (family experience, childhood development, birth order and sibling issues, 

traumatic experiences, etc.).  We are also focusing on how these play out in the interpersonal 

sphere, particularly where the relationship is based around patient (client) and caregiver 

(provider). Both of these roles have their rewards and their burdens. On a conscious level, the 

patient arrives at our doorstep because he has an illness, and we are there to provide expertise 

and professional care. However, as things roll along, the development of a relationship starts to 



take place. Being a patient is a regressive experience.
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 Regression means that the patient’s less 

mature and childish sides may emerge. Some people like or even need to be taken care of. This 

can lead to various forms of dependency. The dependent state is also a vulnerable state. What 

comes into play at this point are old hurts or disappointments, unresolved family experiences 

involving trust, security, dependability and the right kind of caring.  Here is where the patient 

may become demanding, or angry, or withholding or uncooperative, etc. In other words, the 

patient comes seeking help, in order to get better, but there is a shift around his ability to accept 

the help.  

 The job of the caregiver is to be in tune with the various stages and developments in the 

patient-caregiver relationship. It is important to keep in mind that we are talking in generalities 

and it is never an all-or-nothing situation. Once again, knowing how we are feeling towards the 

patient as these various stages or regressions play out, helps us to keep an even keel, provide 

steady, reliable care in the face of unpredictable responses or reactions on the part of the patient, 

and not burn out ourselves. It is when we begin to have negative feelings or negative 

countertransference, that things may go awry in any treatment situation. For instance, we become 

more prone to making errors, forgetting important things like a phone call or an appointment; or 

the patient may react by dropping out of treatment, being late for appointments or becoming 

uncooperative in some other way.  

 So let’s examine some of the more common personality styles of our patients and some 

of the frequent staff responses. Keep in mind that these generalizations may not reflect each 

clinical situation and there may be many other individual staff reactions.
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The Obsessional Personality: Illness may represent a loss of control. These patients will try to 

help themselves by obtaining lots of information from you, the Internet, and others. They tend to 

focus on details and hound the staff with enormous need for reassurance. The staff initially may 

welcome the apparent independence and the patient’s active participation in treatment decisions. 

The problem emerges if there is a power struggle and the patient’s decision about the treatment is 

vastly different than the staff’s.  

 

The Dependent Personality: These patients sometimes welcome illness as an excuse to satisfy an 

unconscious wish for unlimited or total care. They depend on others for their sense of security. 

Their excessive requests may take the form of insatiable demands. The staff may initially 

experience gratification because here is someone who needs their care giving. Frustration and 

resentment can build if the needs of the patient do not seem to be satisfied.  

 

The Masochistic Personality: These patients have an unconscious need for suffering. Illness 

plays into their regressed attitude of assuming the victim role. Staff frustrations build when 

simple reassurance does not seem to quiet them down. The patient’s unconscious wish for 

punishment actually becomes satisfied with staff anger, resentment and harsh approach 

(definitely not recommended). 
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The Histrionic Personality: These patients tend to be engaging, attractive and charismatic. They 

are accustomed to responses to themselves regarding their attractiveness and sexuality. They 

frequently seem to need to be the center of attention. Illness for them tends to be experienced as 

a serious blow to their self-esteem. It needs to be covered over, denied or gotten over as quickly 

as possible. They wish to appear healthier than they actually are. Staff reaction is positive and 

engaging, especially since the patient appears to respond quickly to the treatment. There is a 

tendency for the patient–caregiver boundaries to become blurry. The patient’s requests may seem 

harmless and friendly so that it is not abundantly clear when a professional boundary begins to 

be crossed. There needs to be significant caution in regard to this tendency. Also, after a while, 

there may be doubt about the patient’s complaints as the staff begins to feel manipulated.  

 

The Narcissistic Personality: These patients may be struggling with shame, guilt and humiliation; 

these get covered over by grandiosity and an over-blown sense of self or false self-confidence. 

Many of these folks actually accomplish a great deal and may be elevated to positions of power, 

such as business CEO’s, well-known politicians or community leaders. Staff reaction tends to be 

feeling flattered to be treating a VIP or hearing about or being close to people of importance. 

This may be closely followed by worry about not being good enough, being misjudged harshly 

or feeling incompetent in the presence of someone of stature.  

 

The Paranoid Personality: These patients struggle with the issue of trust. They constantly worry 

about hidden motives of others. So, when a recommendation is made, there may be much 

second-guessing about the rationale and who else may benefit from the decision. Illness itself 

presents a regressive pull on their sense of security and stability. The staff may become angry 

over the doubts, resistance and a sense of distance from the patient. There may be frustration 

over the lack of connection; the harder the staff tries, the more distant or more resistant the 

patient may become. The staff may become unsettled by the lack of the usual give and take that 

occurs in most patient-caregiver relationships.  

 

 It is important to keep in mind that what has been described is the condensed form of 

each character style; but many patients present a blend of two or more of the basic profiles. The 

take-home clinical point is to hoist the red flag when you are experiencing difficulty in treating 

someone and are ready to label them as a “difficult” patient. 

 We can boil the “difficult”
3
 patient pool into four basic patterns, keeping in mind, the 

personality features listed above: Help-rejecting, Dependent, Entitled, and Self-destructive. 

 

1. Help-rejecting: The patient presents the conundrum of requesting care, but doubting the 

treatment and not following through with recommendations. The approach is to set 

limited and realistic goals. The more ambitious and larger the goals, the less likely they 

will succeed. Once a small goal is achieved, you may build on that for the next small 

step. 

 

2. Dependent: In order to prevent caregiver burnout, set realistic limits. When the patient 

comes in with a laundry list of complaints and requests, ask them, “What are the top two 
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or three things we need to accomplish today? You can come back (tomorrow, next week, 

etc.) to handle more of the list.” 

 

3. Entitled: In order to deal with the sense of devaluation, or fear, or resentment about not 

living up to the VIP’s expectations, let the patient know that you plan to give the best 

care possible, and that there are other patients who also require your time and attention.  

 

4. Self-destructive lifestyle (not suicidal): In order to decompress the intense feelings of 

anxiety, anger and frustration with someone who persists in living with conscious danger 

to life and limb with their lifestyle choices, let them know you’ll do the best you can 

under the circumstances. Of course, they would be better off, and your work would be a 

whole lot easier, if they could make the transition to a healthier lifestyle.  

 

Most of the time, patients do not fall into the category of “difficult.” When they do, it is 

anticipated that this outline will provide some guidance for understanding how the static comes 

about, so that you might switch gears, and be able to continue to provide quality care despite the 

difficulty. Countertransference helps to define the caregiver’s negative reaction under certain 

circumstances with certain people. The more conscious you can be about your reactions to the 

people you are taking care of, the more effective your work can be. In addition, your awareness 

of your own reactions helps you to avoid stress and burnout while you are trying to be helpful. 

Finally, if you cannot work out a good working relationship with a particular difficult patient, 

you should not hesitate to get a consultation or to transfer the case to someone else in your 

organization who may be temperamentally better able to work with that person.  
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